MARSHFIELD PUBLIC SCHOOLS 2019-2020

BUS #2

SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.

BEGIN AT FOREST AND PINE ON PINE, RIGHT ON UNION, RIGHT ON HIGHLAND, LEFT ON SHORT, RIGHT ON UNION, RIGHT ON HUNTER DR, LEFT ON UNION, LEFT ON OAK, RIGHT ON ARROWHEAD, LEFT ON UNION, LEFT ON PINE, LEFT ON HAMPSTEAD, RIGHT ON VALLEY PATH, RIGHT ON FOREST TO SCHOOL.

P.M.: PINE/HAMPSTEAD
PINE/SHEPHERDS PATH
548 PINE
446, 475 UNION
520, 713 UNION
980 UNION
UNION/CORN HILL
1009 UNION
6 SHORT
1072 UNION
47 HUNTERS DR
1159 UNION
746 UNION (OAK ST)
OAK/PADDOCK
ARROWHEAD/METACOMET
ARROWHEAD CIRCLE
280 ARROWHEAD
ARROWHEAD/POKANOKET
HAMPSTEAD/WILTSHIRE
HAMPSTEAD/WINDSOR
679, 574 FOREST
441 FOREST
FOREST/FLAMES
FOREST/TILDEN

SECTION 3: MARTINSON ELEMENTARY

FROM FURNACE BROOK, LEFT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON FOREST, LEFT ON PINE, RIGHT ON UNION, RIGHT ON ARROWHEAD, RIGHT ON POKANOKET, LEFT ON CANOCHET, RIGHT ON MOUNCE FARM, RIGHT ON POKANOKET, RIGHT ON ARROWHEAD, RIGHT ON OAK, ACROSS TO HIGHLAND, RIGHT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON OLD MAIN EXT., RIGHT ON SCHOOL, LEFT ON FOREST, RIGHT INTO MARTINSON.

PINE/SHEPHERDS PATH K
516, 548 PINE K
566 UNION
84 CANOCHET K
CANOCHET/ MOUNCE FARM
33 MOUNCE FARM
94 POKANOKET K
82 POKANOKET K
310 ARROWHEAD K
ARROWHEAD/ HIDDEN VALLEY K
ARROWHEAD/ METACOMET K
299 HIGHLAND
190 HIGHLAND
146 HIGHLAND
79 HIGHLAND
MAIN/ EDELWOOD K
1605 MAIN
1577 MAIN
FOREST/ FLAMES
FOREST/ TILDEN K

SECTION 4: EAMES WAY ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 8:25 – 8:50 A.M., 3:38 – 4:00 P.M.

FROM MARTINSON, RIGHT ON FOREST, LEFT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON FERRY, RIGHT ON BAYBERRY, RIGHT ON RIDGE, TURN AROUND, LEFT ON OLD FERRY ST, RIGHT ON ELM, RIGHT ON SEA, LEFT ON FERRY, LEFT ON IRELAND, RIGHT ON ELM, RIGHT ON SUMMER, LEFT ON PLEASANT, LEFT ON EAMES WAY TO SCHOOL.

1052 FERRY
BAYBERRY/ MALLARD
82 BAYBERRY
230 RIDGE
236 RIDGE
291 RIDGE
93 RIDGE
ELM/ BOLES K
60 ELM
ELM/ SEA (116 ELM P.M.)
SEA/ DOCKSIDE DONUTS
IRELAND/ CARLETON
IRELAND/ ALLERTON
ELM/ HOLLY RD
226 ELM
ELM/ FERRY HILL
263 ELM K
284 ELM
289 ELM
326 ELM K
ELM/ UPLAND K
333 ELM K
346 ELM
89, 98 EAMES WAY K
BUS #4

SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.

BEGIN AT 546 PLEASANT ON PLEASANT, RIGHT ON SUMMER, LEFT ON ELM, LEFT ON SUMMER, LEFT ON PINEHURST, TO ROBERT, LEFT ON IDYLWILDE, LEFT ON DEERHILL, LEFT ON DOG, RIGHT ON PLEASANT, LEFT ON SUMMER, RIGHT ON DAMON’S POINT, TURN AROUND EASTWIND, RETURN RIGHT ON SUMMER, LEFT ON PROSPECT, TO OLD MAIN, LEFT ON PLEASANT, RIGHT ON CANOE TREE, LEFT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON FURNACE TO SCHOOL.

546 PLEASANT
505 PLEASANT
PLEASANT/RUGANI
PLEASANT/WINDCHIME
340, 309, 307 PLEASANT
PLEASANT/EAMES WAY
PLEASANT/FORGE
80 PLEASANT
SUMMER/SEAVIEW
246 SUMMER
ELM/WILDWOOD
SUMMER/CAPT. LUTHER LITTLE
SUMMER/WARREN
PINEHURST/STATION
PINEHURST/OAKLEAF
PINEHURST/CANTERING CLOSE
ROBERT/IDYLWILDE
115 IDLYWILDE
DEERHILL/IDYLWILDE
DEERHILL/SEAGER FARM
34 DEERHILL
DEERHILL/MONICA WAY
105 DOG
SUMMER/FORGE
437 SUMMER
515 SUMMER
DAMON’S POINT/MACOMBER
DAMON’S POINT/EASTWIND
93 CANOE TREE

SECTION 3: MARTINSON ELEMENTARY

FROM FURNACE BROOK, LEFT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON FOREST, RIGHT ON MAIN, RIGHT IN PINE, LEFT ON EARLDOR, RIGHT ON FOREST, RIGHT ON PAGES, LEFT ON PRINCE ROGERS, LEFT ON OLD BARN PATH, RIGHT ON FARMHOUSE, RIGHT ON QUAIL, RIGHT ON PRINCE ROGERS, RIGHT ON PAGES LANE, RIGHT ON FOREST TO MARTINSON.
FOREST/CARRIAGE HILL
1054, 1119 FOREST K
1133, 1150 FOREST K
FOREST/MEGHAN K
FOREST/ANDREWS AVENUE
EARLDOR/STONYWOOD K
EARLDOR/PRINCE ROGERS
28 PAGES
39 PAGES
98 PRINCE ROGERS
166 OLD BARN
100 OLD BARN
75, 65 OLD BARN K
FARMHOUSE/QUAIL
101, 106 QUAIL K
QUAIL/FALCON CLOSE
188 QUAIL K
QUAIL/PRINCE ROGERS K
241 PRINCE ROGERS
166, 167 PRINCE ROGERS
686 FOREST
679 FOREST
595 FOREST K
581 FOREST K

SECTION 4: EAMES WAY ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 8:25 – 8:50 A.M., 3:35 – 4:00 P.M.

FROM MARTINSON, LEFT ON FOREST, RIGHT ON PINE, LEFT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON CANOE
TREE, RIGHT ON PLEASANT, RIGHT ON DOG, RIGHT ON DEERHILL, RIGHT ON IDYLWILDE,
RIGHT ON ROBERT TO PINEHURST, RIGHT ON SUMMER, RIGHT ON CHURCH, LEFT ON
ELM, LEFT ON SUMMER, RIGHT ON DAMON’S POINT, RETURN TO LEFT ON SUMMER,
RIGHT ON PLEASANT, LEFT ON EAMES WAY TO SCHOOL.

DOG/DEERHILL
DEERHILL/MONICA WAY
34, 61 DERHILL
91 DEERHILL
DEERHILL/SEAGER FARM
DEERHILL/IDYLWILDE
173, 158 IDYLWILDE
147 IDYLWILDE
115 IDYLWILDE
PINEHURST/ROBERTS
PINEHURST/OAKLEAF
PINEHURST/CANTERING CLOSE
PINEHURST/OAKLEAF K
93, 89 SUMMER K
ELM/WILDWOOD
SUMMER/CEDAR ACRES
SUMMER/CAPT LUTHER K
SUMMER/WARREN
SUMMER/SEAVIEW
505 SUMMER
515 SUMMER
DAMON’S POINT/MACOMBER
109 DAMON’S POINT K
DAMON’S POINT/EASTWIND

BUS #5

SECTION 1: HIGH SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 6:30 – 7:00 A.M., 1:55 – 2:25 P.M.

BEGIN AT OCEAN AND CARR, RIGHT ON PLYMOUTH, LEFT ON SATUCKET, LEFT ON OCEAN, RIGHT ON SURF, LEFT ON MAYFLOWER, TO TOWNE WAY, LEFT ON WINSLOW, RIGHT ON OCEAN TO PLAIN, RIGHT INTO SCHOOL.

OCEAN/CARR
OCEAN/HOMELAND
OCEAN/MACKER
OCEAN/WHITE HOLLAND
OCEAN/WOODBINE
OCEAN/OLD COLONY
OCEAN/MUSKET
OCEAN/LEON
PLYMOUTH/HUTCHINSON
PLYMOUTH/ARKANSAS
PLYMOUTH/JOHNSTON
PLYMOUTH/WEST BROOK
PLYMOUTH/SATUCKET
OCEAN/FOSTER
OCEAN/2ND
OCEAN/5TH
OCEAN/9TH
OCEAN/11TH
OCEAN/13TH
SURF/OLYMPIA
SURF/HARTFORD
MAYFLOWER/COUNTRY WAY
TOWNE WAY/MAYFLOWER
TOWNE WAY/CLEAR ECHO
111 TOWNE WAY
OCEAN/BOURNE PARK
OCEAN/LIBERTY

SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.
FROM HIGH SCHOOL, LEFT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON MAIN, LEFT ON OCEAN, LEFT INTO
ESPLANADE, LEFT ON HIGH RD, RIGHT ON BRADFORD, LEFT ON ISLAND, RIGHT ON
CENTRAL, TURN AROUND TOWN PIER, RETURN CENTRAL, LEFT ON ISLAND, RIGHT ON
OCEAN, RIGHT ON SURF, LEFT ON MAYFLOWER TO TOWNE WAY, ROUTE END TOWNE
WAY AND WINSLOW, LEFT ON WINSLOW, RIGHT ON OCEAN TO PLAIN, RIGHT ON FOREST
TO SCHOOL.

OCEAN/SEKONNET
OCEAN/CHICKATAW BUT
OCEAN/SHAWMUT
OCEAN/FRANKLIN
OCEAN/REED
OCEAN/BRADFORD
ISLAND/CENTRAL
79 CENTRAL
51, 75 ISLAND
85/106 ISLAND
210, 223 ISLAND
OCEAN/SOUTH
OCEAN/FOSTER
OCEAN/2ND
OCEAN/7TH
OCEAN/9TH
OCEAN/13TH
SURF/OLYMPIA
SURF/HARTFORD
SURF/FARRAGUT
MAYFLOWER/COUNTRY WAY
TOWNE WAY/MAYFLOWER
TOWNE WAY/GRASSHOPPER
111 TOWNE WAY

SECTION 3: NONE

SECTION 4: GOVERNOR WINSLOW ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 8:25 – 8:50 A.M., 3:35 – 4:00 P.M.

BEGIN AT WEBSTER AND CARESWELL, RIGHT ON CARESWELL EXT., RIGHT ON PIONEER,
LEFT ON SETTLERS, RIGHT ON SETTLERS, RETURN TO LEFT ON CARESWELL EXT., RIGHT
MCCARThY, LEFT ON STEVEN, RIGHT ON TEMPLE, RIGHT ON MISSOURI, RIGHT ON
EDWARD, RIGHT ON CARESWELL, RIGHT ON JANICE, LEFT ON GENEVIEVE, LEFT ON
ASSUMPTION, LEFT ON BEACH, LEFT ON CARESWELL, LEFT ON REGIS TO SCHOOL.

764 CARESWELL
1026 CARESWELL
1050 CARESWELL
66 PIONEER
PIONEER/SETTLERS
6 PIONEER
1ST PRINCE CIRCLE
2ND PRINCE CIRCLE
CARESWELL/SOUTH POINT
CARESWELL/SEAFLower
15, 21 MCCARTHY
63 TEMPLE
2 MISSOURI
82 EDWARD K
70 EDWARD K
12 EDWARD
257, 237 CARESWELL
225 CARESWELL
JANICE/GENEVIEVE
CARESWELL/CALYPSO
228 CARESWELL
CARESWELL/CHILMARK
318 CARESWELL
CARESWELL/EUSTIS
CARESWELL/FLORIDA
CARESWELL/POWNAL K-1
CARESWELL/PUTNAM K-1
CARESWELL/GOTHAM K-1

BUS #6

SECTION 1: HIGH SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 6:30 – 7:00 A.M., 1:55 – 2:25 P.M.

BEGIN AT CARESWELL AND CANAL, LEFT ON CANAL, LEFT ON BAY ST, LEFT ON BAY AVE., LEFT ON BEACH, RIGHT ON WEST, LEFT ON CARESWELL, RIGHT ON CARESWELL EXT., RIGHT ON MORaine, LEFT ON OCEAN, RIGHT INTO SCHOOL.

CANAL/LINDEN
CANAL/BARNA
CANAL/ELMHURST
CANAL/BLUE HERON
CANAL/COLUMBUS
CANAL/BAY
BAY/PEARL
BAY/BEACH
BEACH/MARGINAL
BEACH/WEST
WEST/LANDING
CARESWELL/CALYPSO
CARESWELL/CHAMARAL
CARESWELL/SEAFLower
764 CARESWELL
810 CARESWELL
CARESWELL/PRINCE CIRCLE 2ND
1058 CARESWELL
SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.

FROM HIGH SCHOOL, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON PLAIN TO OCEAN, RIGHT ON WEBSTER, LEFT ON CARESWELL, RIGHT ON CANAL, LEFT ON BAY ST., LEFT ON BAY AVE., LEFT ON BEACH, LEFT ON CARESWELL, (NO PICK-UPS BETWEEN CALYPSO AND GOTHAM), RIGHT ON CARESWELL EXT., RIGHT ON MORaine, LEFT ON OCEAN, RIGHT ON FOREST TO SCHOOL.

50 CANAL
CANAL/BARNA
CANAL/BLUE HERON
CANAL/COLUMBUS
BAY ST./BAY AVE.
BAY AVE./BEACH
BEACH/MARGINAL
BEACH/WEST
BEACH/ASSUMPTION
CARESWELL/CHAMARAL
CARESWELL/SEAFLOWER
764 CARESWELL
CARESWELL/1ST PRINCE CIRCLE
CARESWELL/2ND PRINCE CIRCLE
1058 CARESWELL
CARESWELL/PIONEER
MORaine/PATRIDGE BROOK
106 MORaine
144 MORaine
MORaine/KING PHILLIPS
437 MORaine
490 MORaine
MORaine/SPARHAWK
MORaine/SURREY
607 MORaine
662 MORaine

SECTION 3: LATE RUN: SOUTH
TIME FRAME: 3:15 – 4:00 P.M.

SOUTH HIGH SCHOOL, TUESDAY AND THURSDAY AT 3:15 P.M.
SECTION 4: LATE RUN: SOUTH
TIME FRAME: 3:30 – 4:15 P.M.

SOUTH FURNACE BROOK, MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY AT 3:30 P.M.

BUS #7

SECTION 1: HIGH SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 6:25 – 7:00 A.M., 1:55 – 2:25 P.M.

BEGIN AT MAIN AND SOUTH RIVER ON SOUTH RIVER, LEFT STONYBROOK, RIGHT ON
TELEGRAPH, RIGHT ON FERRY, RIGHT ON SOUTH RIVER EXT., RIGHT ON SOUTH RIVER,
RIGHT ON GROVE, LEFT ON FERRY, RIGHT ON FURNACE, RIGHT INTO SCHOOL.

SOUTH RIVER/HATCH
270 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/WESTON FARM
SOUTH RIVER/HAYES WAY
SOUTH RIVER/SALT MEADOW
460, 493 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/MORITZ
SOUTH RIVER/HOWES BROOK
SOUTH RIVER/CARPENTER
SOUTH RIVER/Cranberry Cove
682 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/COHASSET
790 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/KENT PARK
859 SOUTH RIVER
870, 907 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/Peregrine White
1025 SOUTH RIVER
1070 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/BUNNY
SOUTH RIVER/STONYBROOK
STONYBROOK/TELEGRAPH
1227 SOUTH RIVER
Grove/Laura’s Ln
Grove/Smoke Hill
141, 160 Grove
Grove/Marshhawk
314, 342 Grove
Grove/Double Eagle
Ferry/Bridlepath
Ferry/Medford
Ferry/Waltham
Ferry/Blanchard
Furnace/Carolina
Furnace/Eames Way
FURNACE/TRACEY’S

SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.

FROM HIGH SCHOOL, RIGHT ON FOREST, LEFT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON MAIN, LEFT ON SOUTH RIVER, LEFT ON GROVE, LEFT ON FERRY, RIGHT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON FOREST TO SCHOOL.

SOUTH RIVER/HATCH
SOUTH RIVER/WILLOW
SOUTH RIVER/HAYES WAY
SOUTH RIVER/SALT MEADOW
460 SOUTH RIVER
545 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/MORITZ
SOUTH RIVER/HOWES BROOK
639 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/CRANBERRY COVE
682 SOUTH RIVER
36 GROVE
GROVE/SMOKE HILL
141 GROVE
GROVE/MARSHHAWK
324 GROVE
GROVE/DOUBLE EAGLE
FURNACE/CAROLINA TRAIL
FURNACE/EAMES WAY
FURNACE/TRACEY’S PATH

SECTION 3: MARTINSON ELEMENTARY

FROM FURNACE BROOK, LEFT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON OLD PLAIN, RIGHT ON PLAIN, RIGHT ON FOREST, LEFT INTO MARTINSON.

PLAIN/PARSONS WALK
PLAIN/PREACHERS PATH K
242 PLAIN
PLAIN/PUDDLEWHARF
2 FOREST

SECTION 4: GOVERNOR WINSLOW ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 8:20 – 8:50 A.M., 3:30 – 3:45 P.M.

BEGIN AT WEBSTER AND FAIRWAYS EDGE, LEFT ON FAIRWAYS EDGE AROUND CUL-DE-SAC, RETURN TO LEFT ON WEBSTER, RIGHT ON PILGRIM TRAIL, RIGHT ON SIGNAL HILL, RIGHT ON PETERSON PATH, LEFT ON MEETINGHOUSE, LEFT ON STAGECOACH, RIGHT ON
PETERSON PATH, LEFT ON STAGECOACH TO STEAMBOAT, RIGHT ON APPLETON, LEFT
ON AUNT LIZZIE, LEFT ON PILGRIM TRAIL, RIGHT ON WEBSTER, LEFT ON CARESWELL,
RIGHT ON REGIS TO SCHOOL.

17 FAIRWAYS EDGE K
158 FAIRWAYS EDGE
216 FAIRWAYS EDGE
26 SIGNAL HILL
45 SIGNAL HILL
SIGNAL HILL/GRACE
137 PETERSON PATH K
121, 112 PETERSON PATH
25, 30 PETERSON PATH
18 MEETINGHOUSE K
51, 71 MEETINGHOUSE K
107 STAGECOACH
74, 20 STAGECOACH
158, 177 PETERSON PATH K
155 STAGECOACH
STEAMBOAT/FLETCHER
11, 18 STEAMBOAT
STEAMBOAT/APPLETON
APPLETON/AUNT LIZZIE
55, 18 AUNT LIZZIE
86, 72 PILGRIM TRAIL
PILGRIM TRAIL/RED BRICK

BUS #8

SECTION 1: HIGH SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 6:30 – 7:00 A.M., 1:55 – 2:25 P.M.

BEGIN AT PLAIN AND CONGRESS, ON PLAIN, RIGHT ON CROSS, RIGHT ON OLD OCEAN,
TURN AROUND TANGLEWOOD, RETURN OLD OCEAN, RIGHT ON OCEAN, LEFT ON
CHANDLER, LEFT ON FRISBIE, LEFT ON PIERCE, LEFT ON OCEAN, RIGHT ON MAIN, LEFT
ON OLD PLAIN, RIGHT ON PLAIN, RIGHT INTO SCHOOL.

PLAIN/CONGRESS
PLAIN/PLAINFIELD
PLAIN/SANDY HILL
32 CROSS
55 CROSS
OLD OCEAN/MT SKIRGO
301, 185 OLD OCEAN
OCEAN/OCEAN MOTORS
OCEAN/MARINERS HILL
1801, 1717 OCEAN
OCEAN/ANDERSON
CHANDLER/FRISBIE
PIERCE/CHANDLER
SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 2:50 P.M.

FROM HIGH SCHOOL, RIGHT ON FOREST, RIGHT ON FURNACE, ACROSS TO PROPRIETORS,
LEFT ON SETH SPRAGUE, RIGHT ON WOODLOT, RIGHT ON PROPRIETORS, RIGHT ON
PLAIN, LEFT ON OLD PLAIN, RIGHT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON OCEAN TO PLAIN, RIGHT ON
FOREST, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON MAIN, LEFT ON JEDEDIAH, LEFT ON OAKMAN,
RIGHT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON PINE, LEFT ON FOREST INTO SCHOOL.

SECTION 3: MARTINSON ELEMENTARY
FROM FURNACE BROOK, RIGHT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON PLAIN, RIGHT INTO BANK OF AMERICA DRIVEWAY, LEFT INTO KINDERCARE DRIVEWAY, RIGHT ON SCHOOL, RIGHT ON FOREST INTO MARTINSON.

PLAIN/HUNTERS LANE
PLAIN/FOX RUN (STARBUCKS) K
PLAIN/OLD STAGE STOP K
KINDERCARE
SCHOOL/CASTLE GREEN K
410 SCHOOL K
SCHOOL/SHERMANS WAY
245 SCHOOL
185 SCHOOL K
169 SCHOOL
140 SCHOOL

SECTION 4: DANIEL WEBSTER ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 8:25 – 8:50 A.M., 3:35 – 4:00 P.M.

FROM MARTINSON, RIGHT ON FOREST, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON PLAIN TO OCEAN, BEGIN AT 1431 OCEAN, ON OCEAN, RIGHT ON PLYMOUTH AVE., LEFT ON SEKONNET, LEFT ON OCEAN, RIGHT INTO SCHOOL.

1431 OCEAN
OCEAN/MACKER
OCEAN/WHITE HOLLAND K
OCEAN/GRATTO
OCEAN/WOODBINE
1259 OCEAN
OCEAN/OLD COLONY
OCEAN SHORE APTS
OCEAN/MUSKET K
1073 OCEAN
1037, 1029 OCEAN
PLYMOUTH/ADAMS
PLYMOUTH/WILSON
PLYMOUTH/HUTCHINSON
PLYMOUTH/ARKANSAS
PLYMOUTH/MACARTHUR
PLYMOUTH/JOHNSON K
PLYMOUTH/2ND
PLYMOUTH/WESTBROOK
PLYMOUTH/SEKONNET
OCEAN/FOSTER
OCEAN/2ND
OCEAN/5TH K
OCEAN/6TH K
OCEAN/7TH K
OCEAN/9TH
OCEAN/11TH
SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.

BEGIN AT OCEAN AND WINSLOW ON WINSLOW TO STANDISH, TURN AROUND BEACH PARKING LOT, RETURN STANDISH TO WINSLOW, RIGHT ON OCEAN, RIGHT ON ANDERSON, RIGHT ON CHANDLER, LEFT ON PIERCE, RIGHT ON FRISBIE, RIGHT ON CHANDLER, RIGHT ON OCEAN, RIGHT ON FOREST TO SCHOOL.

WINSLOW/PRIMROSE
WINSLOW/PURITAN
WINSLOW/LONGVIEW
WINSLOW/MAYFLOWER
WINSLOW/CRANE
WINSLOW/VINCENT
WINSLOW/FORD
STANDISH/MINOT
STANDISH/HILLSIDE
STANDISH/PILGRIM
STANDISH/FIELD
STANDISH/CRICKET
STANDISH/BRUNSWICK
WINSLOW/JONES
WINSLOW/KENELM
WINSLOW/EDEN
ANDERSON/HARLOW
ANDERSON/CHANDLER
CHANDLER/PIERCE
FRISBIE/CHANDLER
CHANDLER/OCEAN

SECTION 3: SOUTH RIVER ELEMENTARY

FROM FURNACE BROOK, LEFT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON MAIN, LEFT ON FERRY, RIGHT SOUTH RIVER EXT., RIGHT ON SOUTH RIVER, RIGHT ON STONEYBROOK, LEFT ON TELEGRAPH, LEFT ON EAGLE, LEFT ON PHILLIPS FARM, RIGHT ON TELEGRAPH, LEFT ON FERRY, LEFT ON GROVE, RIGHT ON SOUTH RIVER TO SCHOOL.

96 FERRY
FERRY/WRIGHTS WAY K
FERRY/STRAWBERRY FARM K
603 FERRY
640 FERRY
SECTION 4: DANIEL WEBSTER ELEMENTARY  
TIME FRAME: 8:25 – 8:50 A.M., 3:38 – 4:00 P.M.  
FROM SOUTH RIVER, LEFT ON MAIN, LEFT ON OCEAN, LEFT ON WINSLOW, RIGHT ON TOWNE WAY TO MAYFLOWER, RIGHT ON SURF, RIGHT ON OCEAN TO SCHOOL.

SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL  
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.  
BEGIN AT WEBSTER AND WHITFORD, RIGHT ON BLACKMOUNT, RIGHT ON PETERSON, LEFT ON STAGECOACH TO STEAMBOAT, LEFT ON FLETCHER, RIGHT ON STAGECOACH,
RIGHT ON PETERSON, RIGHT ON SIGNAL HILL TO PILGRIM TRAIL, LEFT ON WEBSTER, LEFT ON OCEAN, RIGHT ON FOREST TO SCHOOL.

BLACKMOUNT/BAROUCHE (BOTH)
BLACKMOUNT/PETERSON
PETERSON/STAGECOACH
STAGECOACH/TRAVELERS
STAGECOACH/METINGHOUSE
STEAMBOAT/APPLETON
PETERSON PATH/SIGNAL HILL
SIGNAL HILL/GRACE
SIGNAL HILL/TORY
SIGNAL HILL/PILGRIM TRAIL
356 WEBSTER
398 WEBSTER
WEBSTER/FAIRWAYS EDGE

SECTION 3: SOUTH RIVER ELEMENTARY

FROM FURNACE BROOK, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON PLAIN, LEFT ON OLD PLAIN, RIGHT ON MAIN, LEFT ON NEW, LEFT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON SOUTH RIVER TO SCHOOL.

101 OLD PLAIN K
78 OLD PLAIN
25 OLD PLAIN
OCEAN/MARINERS HILL K
OCEAN/TEA ROCK LANE
811 MORAIN
16, 22 ACORN
105 ACORN
140 ACORN K
155 ACORN
ACORN/BAKERS LANE
159 WALNUT K
WALNUT/DUDLEY
83 WALNUT
490 MORAIN
662, 792 MORAIN
MORAIN/TEA ROCK GARDENS K
97 NEW
52 NEW K
37, 28 NEW K

SECTION 4: GOVERNOR WINSLOW ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 8:25 – 8:50 A.M., 3:38 – 4:00 P.M.

FROM SOUTH RIVER, LEFT ON MAIN, LEFT ON OCEAN, RIGHT ON WEBSTER, LEFT ON CARESWELL, RIGHT ON CANAL, LEFT ON BAY ST., LEFT ON BAY AVE., LEFT ON BEACH,
RIGHT ON CARESWELL, RIGHT ON TOWN PIER, LEFT ON CENTRAL, LEFT ON ISLAND, RIGHT ON OCEAN (HIGH ROAD), RIGHT ON BRADFORD, RIGHT ON ISLAND, RIGHT ON OCEAN, LEFT ON DYKE, TO CARESWELL, LEFT ON REGIS TO SCHOOL.

CARESWELL/ATWELL K
CARESWELL/DelanO K
50, 59 CANAL
CANAL/LINDEN K
117 CANAL K
CANAL/ELMHURST K
219 CANAL
236 CANAL
265 CANAL K
BAY AVE./BEACH
89 BEACH
27 BEACH
125 CARESWELL
109, 106 CARESWELL
CENTRAL/ISLAND
47 ISLAND K
ISLAND/LINWOOD
ISLAND/THOMAS
201 ISLAND
223 ISLAND
OCEAN/BRADFORD
232 OCEAN
OCEAN/SOUTH

BUS #11

SECTION 1: HIGH SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 6:30 – 7:00 A.M., 1:55 – 2:25 P.M.

BEGIN AT 192 MAIN, LEFT ON OCEAN, RIGHT ON WEBSTER, LEFT ON CARESWELL, RIGHT ON CANAL, LEFT ON STEVEN, LEFT ON TEMPLE, LEFT ON CARESWELL, RIGHT ON WEBSTER, LEFT ON OCEAN TO PLAIN, RIGHT INTO SCHOOL.

MAIN/1ST NEW
152 – 169 MAIN
MAIN/2ND NEW
285 WEBSTER
CARESWELL/REGIS
CARESWELL/ATWELL
ASSUMPTION CHURCH
STEVEN/MCCARTHY
STEVEN/TEMPLE
TEMPLE/CARESWELL
CARESWELL/EUSTIS
CARESWELL/POWNAL
CARESWELL/PUTNUM
SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.
FROM HIGH SCHOOL, RIGHT ON FOREST, LEFT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON MAIN, LEFT ON OCEAN, CONTINUE OCEAN, RIGHT ON PLYMOUTH, LEFT ON ARKANSAS, LEFT ON OCEAN, RIGHT ON MAIN, LEFT ON 2ND NEW, LEFT ON MAIN, LEFT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON FOREST TO SCHOOL.

OCEAN/CARR
OCEAN/HOMELAND
OCEAN/MACKER
OCEAN/WHITE HOLLAND
OCEAN/GRATTO
OCEAN/WOODBINE
OCEAN/OLD COLONY
OCEAN/OCEAN SHORE APTS
OCEAN/MUSKET
1079 OCEAN
OCEAN/LEON
OCEAN/11TH
OCEAN/13TH
OCEAN/MARSHVIEW
OCEAN/BOURNE PARK
OCEAN/LIBERTY
97, 61 NEW
28 NEW
212 MAIN
364, 380 MAIN

SECTION 3: MARTINSON ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 3:05 – 3:15 P.M.
BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB MONDAY – FRIDAY

SECTION 3: LATE RUN: NORTH
TIME FRAME: 3:15 – 4:00 P.M.
NORTH HIGH SCHOOL TUESDAY AND THURSDAY @ 3:10 P.M.

SECTION 4: LATE RUN: NORTH
TIME FRAME: 3:30 – 4:15 P.M.
NORTH FURNACE BROOK MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY @ 3:30 P.M.

BUS #12

SECTION 1: HIGH SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 6:30 – 7:00 A.M., 1:55 – 2:25 P.M.

BEGIN AT CENTRAL AND ISLAND, ON ISLAND, RIGHT ON OCEAN, LEFT ON DYKE
RIGHT ON PLYMOUTH, LEFT ON SAGINAW, LEFT ON ALLAN, LEFT ON WEBSTER, RIGHT
ON MARSHALL, LEFT ON DYKE, LEFT ON OCEAN TO PLAIN, RIGHT INTO SCHOOL.

ISLAND/BRANCH
ISLAND/BRADFORD
ISLAND/THOMAS
OCEAN/SOUTH
OCEAN/NORTH
PLYMOUTH/HANCOCK
PLYMOUTH/WEBSTER
PLYMOUTH/SHAWMUT
PLYMOUTH/JOHN ALDEN
PLYMOUTH/SA MOSET
PLYMOUTH/MASSASOIT
PLYMOUTH/CHICKATAWIBUT
PLYMOUTH/SAGINAW
SAGINAW/CO LONIAL
SAGINAW/DUNDEE
SAGINAW/ARNOLD
SAGINAW/JUNE
WEBSTER/ALLEN
WEBSTER/ARNOLD
WEBSTER/LELAND
WEBSTER/MARSHALL
88 DYKE

P.M. ROUTE (HS)
FROM HIGH SCHOOL, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON PLAIN TO OCEAN, RIGHT ON
PLYMOUTH, RIGHT ON SAGINAW, LEFT ON ALLEN, LEFT ON WEBSTER, RIGHT ON
MARSHALL, LEFT ON DYKE, RIGHT ON OCEAN, RIGHT ON ISLAND, LEFT ON BRADFORD,
LEFT ON OCEAN TO PLAIN, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT INTO SCHOOL.

PLYMOUTH/SAGINAW
PLYMOUTH/CHICKATAWIBUT
PLYMOUTH/MASSASOIT
PLYMOUTH/SHAWMUT
PLYMOUTH/WEBSTER
OCEAN/SOUTH
ISLAND/BRADFORD
OCEAN/BRADFORD
SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.

FROM HIGH SCHOOL, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON PLAIN TO OCEAN, RIGHT ON DYKE, RIGHT ON PLYMOUTH, LEFT ON WEBSTER AVE., RIGHT ON ALLAN, RIGHT ON SAGINAW, LEFT ON PLYMOUTH AVE., LEFT ON OCEAN TO PLAIN, RIGHT ON FOREST TO SCHOOL.

PLYMOUTH/HANCOCK
PLYMOUTH/WEBSTER
WEBSTER/BRADLEY
WEBSTER/DONALD
WEBSTER/TOWER
WEBSTER/LELAND
WEBSTER/ARNOLD
WEBSTER/ALLEN
SAGINAW/COLONIAL
PLYMOUTH/SATUCKET
PLYMOUTH/SEMINOLE
PLYMOUTH/WEST BROOK
PLYMOUTH/MCARTHUR
PLYMOUTH/ARKANSAS

SECTION 3: SOUTH RIVER ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 3:08 – 3:25 P.M.

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB MONDAY – FRIDAY
AFTER SCHOOL MARTINSON MONDAY – FRIDAY

SECTION 4: GOVERNOR WINSLOW ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 8:25 – 8:50 A.M., 3:30 – 4:00 P.M.

FROM SOUTH RIVER, LEFT ON MAIN, LEFT ON OCEAN, RIGHT ON PLYMOUTH, LEFT ON WEBSTER AVE., RIGHT ON ALLAN, RIGHT ON SAGINAW, LEFT ON PLYMOUTH, RIGHT ON SATUCKET, RIGHT ON OCEAN, RIGHT ON SAGINAW, LEFT ON PLYMOUTH, RIGHT ON DYKE TO CARESWELL TO MARGINAL, RIGHT ON BEACH, RIGHT ON WEST, LEFT ON CARESWELL, LEFT ON REGIS TO SCHOOL.

482, 449, 437 OCEAN K
PLYMOUTH/HANCOCK
WEBSTER/BRADLEY
WEBSTER/BRYANT K
WEBSTER/DONALD
WEBSTER/DUNDEE
WEBSTER/MARSHALL K
WEBSTER/ARNOLD
WEBSTER/JUNE
WEBSTER/ALLEN K
127 ALLEN
SAGINAW/ARNOLD
SAGINAW/LELAND
60 SAGINAW K
PLYMOUTH, SATUCKET K
18 SAGINAW
PLYMOUTH/MASSASOIT K
PLYMOUTH/SAMOSET
PLYMOUTH/OLONIAL K
DYKE/BRYANT
42 MARGINAL
31 MARGINAL K
54 WEST

BUS #13

SECTION 1: HIGH SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 6:30 – 7:00 A.M., 1:55 – 2:25 P.M.

BEGIN AT MAIN AND LITTLES LANE, RIGHT ON SPRING, LEFT ON HIGHLAND, RIGHT ON OAK, LEFT ON UNION, LEFT ON ARROWHEAD, RIGHT ON OAK, ACROSS TO HIGHLAND, RIGHT ON OLD MAIN, ACROSS TO FOREST, RIGHT INTO SCHOOL.

MAIN/LITTLES LANE
120 SPRING
SPRING/EDMUND
SPRING/RIVERSIDE
451, 494 SPRING
504 SPRING
OAK/PADDOCK
370 OAK (746 UNION)
ARROWHEAD/POCKANOCKET
280, 231 ARROWHEAD
164, 101 ARROWHEAD
ARROWHEAD/METACOMET
240, 190 HIGHLAND
67, 79 HIGHLAND
1718 MAIN
FOREST/MEGHAN
1089 FOREST
1058, 1037 FOREST
FOREST/EARLDOR
FOREST/PAGES
FOREST/QUAIL
574 FOREST
521 FOREST
441, 444 FOREST

P.M. FROM HIGH SCHOOL, LEFT ON FOREST, LEFT ON MAIN, TURN AROUND OVERLOOK, RETURN MAIN, RIGHT ON SPRING, LEFT ON HIGHLAND, RIGHT ON OAK, LEFT UNION, LEFT ON ARROWHEAD RIGHT ON OAK TO HIGHLAND.
SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:13 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.

FROM HIGH SCHOOL, RIGHT ON FOREST, LEFT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON FERRY, RIGHT ON CLAY PIT, RIGHT ON GROVE, LEFT ON SOUTH RIVER, LEFT ON FERRY, LEFT ON SOUTH RIVER EXT., RIGHT ON STONEYBROOK, RIGHT ON TELEGRAPH, LEFT ON FERRY, RIGHT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON FOREST TO SCHOOL.

SOUTH RIVER/HINGHAM
753 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/KENT PARK
859 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/PEREGRINE WHITE
SOUTH RIVER/INDIANA
1025 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/MAYFLOWER
1227 SOUTH RIVER
2 STONEYBROOK
26 STONEYBROOK
52 STONEYBROOK
STONEYBROOK/TELEGRAPH
59 TELEGRAPH
31 TELEGRAPH

SECTION 3: MARTINSON ELEMENTARY

FROM FURNACE BROOK, LEFT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON HELENA, LEFT ON FLAGGLER, RIGHT ON PLAIN, RIGHT ON FOREST, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON MAIN, LEFT ON PINE, RIGHT ON HAMPSTEAD, RIGHT ON VALLEY PATH, RIGHT ON FOREST, LEFT ON PINE, RIGHT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON OLD MAIN, RIGHT ON SCHOOL, LEFT ON FOREST TO SCHOOL.

59 HELENA
HELENA/FLAGGLER K
215 FLAGGLER K
130 FLAGGLER
51, 46 FLAGGLER K
2 FOREST
376, 379 FURNACE K
351 FURNACE K
548, 648 MAIN
906 MAIN
50 PINE
138 PINE
111 HAMPSTEAD
154 HAMPSTEAD
HAMPSTEAD/WINDSOR
250 HAMPSTEAD
296 HAMPSTEAD
SECTION 4: EAMES WAY ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 8:25 – 8:50 A.M., 3:35 – 4:00 P.M.

FROM MARTINSON, LEFT ON FOREST, RIGHT ON PINE, LEFT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON CANOE TREE, LEFT ON PLEASANT, LEFT ON OLD MAIN, RIGHT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON HIGHLAND, LEFT ON OLD MAIN, TURN AROUND FIRE STATION, RETURN OLD MAIN, RIGHT ON HIGHLAND, RIGHT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON SUMMER, RIGHT ON PROSPECT TO OLD MAIN, LEFT ON PLEASANT, LEFT ON SUMMER, LEFT ON FORGE, RIGHT ON PLEASANT, LEFT ON EAMES WAY TO SCHOOL.

1488 MAIN (ON CANOE TREE)
103, 106, 93 CANOE TREE K
87, 77 CANOE TREE
PLEASANT/WINDCHIME
PLEASANT/RUGANI
505, 502 PLEASANT
69 OLD MAIN K
1700 MAIN
OLD MAIN/GLEN K
204, 215 OLD MAIN K
OLD MAIN/BOW
1818 MAIN K
SUMMER/NORTH RIVER K
861 SUMMER
36, 110 PROSPECT
PLEASANT/EPPING
281 PLEASANT
235, 155 PLEASANT K
100, 90, 70 PLEASANT
PLEASANT/WINTERWOOD
348 SUMMER
104, 96 FORGE K
81, 71, 76 FORGE K
54 FORGE

BUS #14

SECTION 1: HIGH SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 6:30 – 7:00 A.M., 1:55 – 2:25 P.M.

BEGIN AT WINSLOW AND PRIMROSE ON WINSLOW TO STANDISH, TURN AROUND BEACH PARKING LOT, RETURN STANDISH TO WINSLOW, RIGHT ON OCEAN TO PLAIN, RIGHT INTO SCHOOL.

WINSLOW/PRIMROSE
WINSLOW/PURITAN
SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.

FROM HIGH SCHOOL, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON PLAIN TO OCEAN, RIGHT ON
WEBSTER, LEFT ON CARESWELL, RIGHT ON BEACH, LEFT ON WEST, LEFT ON
CARESWELL, RIGHT ON WEBSTER, ROUTE ENDS WEBSTER AND ARBORWAY LEFT ON
OCEAN TO PLAIN, RIGHT ON FOREST TO SCHOOL.

285 WEBSTER
173 WEBSTER
CARESWELL/REGIS
CARESWELL/LEONARD
CARESWELL/ATWELL
407 CARESWELL
CARESWELL/MCCARTHY
CARESWELL/TEMPLE
265/257 CARESWELL
CARESWELL/JANICE
LANDING/WEST
43 CARESWELL
CARESWELL/CALYPSO
276 CARESWELL
CARESWELL/CHILMARK
CARESWELL/EUSTIS
CARESWELL/FLORIDA
CARESWELL/POWNAL
CARESWELL/GOTHAM HILL
WEBSTER/ARDELAIDE
WEBSTER/ARBORWAY
158 WEBSTER

SECTION 3: SOUTH RIVER ELEMENTARY

FROM FURNACE BROOK, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON PLAIN TO OCEAN, RIGHT ON MONROE, LEFT ON SURREY, RIGHT ON WHIFFLETREE, RIGHT ON PARSONAGE, LEFT ON MORaine, LEFT ON PARTRIDGE BROOK, TURN AROUND, RIGHT ON WILLOW, LEFT ON SOUTH RIVER TO SCHOOL.

651 MORaine K
SURREY/WHIFFLETREE
85 WHIFFLETREE K
75 WHIFFLETREE
60 WHIFFLETREE
15 WHIFFLETREE
358 PARSONAGE
289 MORaine
MORaine/PARTRIDGE BROOK
116, 144 MORaine
292 MORaine
KING PHILLIPS (TOP OF HILL) K
436 MORaine K
500 PARSONAGE
90 SOUTH RIVER

SECTION 4: GOVERNOR WINSLOW ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 8:25 – 8:50 A.M., 3:38 – 4:00 P.M.

BEGIN AT WEBSTER AND CARESWELL ON WEBSTER, LEFT ON WHITFORD, AROUND CIRCLE RETURN TO RIGHT ON WEBSTER, LEFT ON ORCHARD, LEFT ON STATESMAN, LEFT ON WINSLOW CEMETERY, RIGHT ON PRESIDENTIAL, RIGHT ON EMMANUEL, RIGHT ON PRESIDENTIAL, LEFT ON WINSLOW CEMETERY, RIGHT ON STATESMAN, LEFT ON BLACKMOUNT, ACROSS WEBSTER TO BLACKMOUNT, LEFT ON OBSERVATORY, RIGHT ON TORY, LEFT ON SIGNAL HILL, LEFT ON OUTLOOK, RIGHT ON BLACKMOUNT, RIGHT ON WEBSTER, LEFT ON CARESWELL, RIGHT ON REGIS TO SCHOOL.

WEBSTER/TINA K
WEBSTER/OLD FARM K
WEBSTER/ADELAIDE
74, 88 WEBSTER
158, 216 WEBSTER
306, 326 WEBSTER
398, 399 WEBSTER
404 WEBSTER
15, 70 WHITFORD
96, 119 WHITFORD
494 WEBSTER (ON ORCHARD)
ORCHARD/STATEMAN
126 ORCHARD
102 STATESMAN
48, 88 WINSLOW CEMETERY
96, 110 WINSLOW CEMETERY K
145, 165 WINSLOW CEMETERY K
27, 17 EMMANUEL K
22 PRESIDENTIAL
65 STATESMAN K
BLACKMOUNT/BAROUCHE (BOTH) K
16, 39 OBSERVATORY
57 OBSERVATORY
128 OUTLOOK
95, 62 OUTLOOK K
16 OUTLOOK K
173, 99 WEBSTER K

BUS #15

SECTION 1: HIGH SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 6:30 – 7:00 A.M., 1:55 – 2:25 P.M.

BEGIN AT WEBSTER AND SINNOTTS, CONTINUE WEBSTER, RIGHT ON BLACKMOUNT, RIGHT ON PETERSON, LEFT ON STAGECOACH TO STEAMBOAT, LEFT ON FLETCHER, RIGHT ON STAGECOACH, RIGHT ON PETERSON, RIGHT ON SIGNAL HILL TO PILGRIM TRAIL, LEFT ON WEBSTER, RIGHT ON WINSLOW CEMETERY, LEFT ON STATESMAN, LEFT ON ORCHARD, RIGHT ON WEBSTER, LEFT ON OCEAN TO PLAIN, RIGHT INTO SCHOOL.

WEBSTER/SINNOTTS
WEBSTER/OHIO
545 WEBSTER
WEBSTER/WHITFORD
WEBSTER/BLACKMOUNT
BLACKMOUNT/BAROUCHE
BLACKMOUNT/PETERSON
PETERSON/STAGECOACH
STAGECOACH/MEETINGHOUSE
38 STEAMBOAT
110 STEAMBOAT
PETERSON/SIGNAL HILL
SIGNAL HILL/TORY
PILGRIM TRAIL/OUTLOOK
PILGRIM TRAIL/WEBSTER
WINSLOW CEMETERY/STATESMAN
STATESMAN/ORCHARD
WEBSTER/ORCHARD
WEBSTER/FAIRWAYS
WEBSTER/FRESHBROOK

SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.
FROM HIGH SCHOOL, RIGHT ON FOREST, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON PLAIN TO OCEAN, RIGHT ON WEBSTER, LEFT ON WINSLOW CEMETERY, LEFT ON STATESMAN, LEFT ON ORCHARD, RIGHT ON WEBSTER, LEFT ON OCEAN TO PLAIN, RIGHT ON SCHOOL, RIGHT ON OLD MAIN EXT., RIGHT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON FURNACE TO SCHOOL.

WEBSTER/SINNOTTS
WEBSTER/OHIO
605, 551 WEBSTER
WEBSTER/WHITFORD
WINSLOW CEMETERY/STATESMAN
STATESMAN/ORCHARD
WEBSTER/FRESH BROOK
WEBSTER/GARDEN GATE
PLAIN/FOX RUN
PLAIN/OLD STAGE STOP
SCHOOL/CASTLE GREEN
390 SCHOOL
SCHOOL/SHERMAN’S WAY
169 SCHOOL
889 OLD MAIN EXT.

SECTION 3: SOUTH RIVER ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 7:50 – 8:20 A.M., 3:08 – 3:30 P.M.

FROM FURNACE BROOK, LEFT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON FERRY, RIGHT ON CLAY PIT, RIGHT ON GROVE, LEFT ON SOUTH RIVER, LEFT ON FERRY, LEFT ON SOUTH RIVER EXT., WITH ON SOUTH RIVER, LEFT INTO SCHOOL.

729 SOUTH RIVER
770, 785 SOUTH RIVER K
SOUTH RIVER/KENT PARK K
868 SOUTH RIVER K
880 SOUTH RIVER K
907 SOUTH RIVER K
940 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/PEREGRINE WHITE
SOUTH RIVER/INDIANA
1080 SOUTH RIVER
1237 SOUTH RIVER
1185 SOUTH RIVER
1025 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/HINGHAM K

SECTION 4: DANIEL WEBSTER ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 8:25 – 8:50 A.M., 3:35 – 4:00 P.M.

FROM SOUTH RIVER, LEFT ON MAIN, LEFT ON OCEAN, BEGIN AT 1801 OCEAN, TURN AROUND AT POLICE STATION, RETURN OCEAN, LEFT ON WEBSTER, RIGHT ON OHIO, LEFT ON PARSONAGE, RIGHT ON WEBSTER, LEFT ON BLACKMOUNT, LEFT ON
STATESMAN, LEFT ON ORCHARD, RIGHT ON WEBSTER, RIGHT ON PARSONAGE, RIGHT ON OCEAN TO SCHOOL.

P.M.: RIGHT ON OCEAN, LEFT ON WEBSTER, LEFT ON BLACKMOUNT, LEFT ON STATESMAN, LEFT ON ORCHARD, RIGHT ON WEBSTER, RIGHT ON OCEAN, LAST STOP AT HOMELAND.

1801 OCEAN K
1717 OCEAN
OCEAN/ANDERSON
1720 OCEAN
OHIO/RAYFIELD K
OHIO/PARSONAGE (239) K
699, 611 WEBSTER
605, 595 WEBSTER K
680 WEBSTER
704 WEBSTER K
OCEAN/FRESH BROOK
OCEAN/GARDEN GATE K
26 PARSONAGE
OCEAN/CARR K
OCEAN/HOMELAND

BUS #16

SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.

FROM HIGH SCHOOL, RIGHT ON FOREST, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON PLAIN TO OCEAN, RIGHT ON PARSONAGE, RIGHT ON MORaine, LEFT ON WALNUT, RIGHT ON ACORN, LEFT ON MORaine, LEFT ON OCEAN, LEFT ON OLD OCEAN, TURN AROUND TANGLEWOOD, RETURN OLD OCEAN, LEFT ON CROSS, LEFT ON PLAIN, RIGHT ON FOREST TO SCHOOL.

PLAIN/CONGRESS
PLAIN/PLAINFIELD
PLAIN/SANDY HILL
OCEAN ST. MOTORS
OCEAN/MARINERS HILL
OCEAN/TEA ROCK LANE
1801 OCEAN
1717 OCEAN
435 PARSONAGE
26 PARSONAGE
PARSONAGE/WHIFFLETREE
475 PARSONAGE
140 ACORN
88 ACORN
22 ACORN
MORAINE/TEA ROCK GARDEN
OLD OCEAN/MT. SKIRGO
SECTION 3: MARTINSON ELEMENTARY  

FROM FURNACE BROOK, RIGHT ON FURNACE, ACROSS TO PROPRIETORS, LEFT ON SETH SPRAGUE, RIGHT ON WOODLOT, RIGHT ON PROPRIETORS, RIGHT ON PLAIN, RIGHT ON SANDY HILL, RIGHT ON PLAIN, RIGHT ON CROSS, RIGHT ON OLD OCEAN, TURN AROUND TANGLEWOOD, RETURN LEFT ON OLD OCEAN, LEFT ON OCEAN TO PLAIN, RIGHT ON FOREST, LEFT INTO MARTINSON.

7 SETH SPRAGUE K  
6 SETH SPRAGUE  
13 SETH SPRAGUE  
20 SETH SPRAGUE K  
29 SETH SPRAGUE K  
15 OLD WOODLOT K  
PLAIN/CONGRESS K  
385, 377 PLAIN K  
PLAIN/PLAINFIELD  
SANDY HILL/RYDERS  
165 PLAIN (ON CROSS)  
32 CROSS K  
OLD OCEAN/MT. SKIRGO  
196 OLD OCEAN  
229 OLD OCEAN K  
OLD OCEAN/PUDDING HILL

SECTION 4: GOVERNOR WINSLOW ELEMENTARY  
TIME FRAME: 3:30 – 4:00 P.M.

BOYS AND GIRLS MONDAY – FRIDAY  
AFTER SCHOOL DANIEL WEBSTER MONDAY – FRIDAY

BUS #17

SECTION 1: HIGH SCHOOL  
TIME FRAME: 6:30 – 7:00 A.M., 1:55 – 2:25 P.M.

BEGIN AT SCHOOL AND FOREST, ON SCHOOL, RIGHT ON PLAIN, RIGHT ON UNION, RIGHT ON PINE, LEFT ON FOREST, LEFT ON VALLEY PATH, TO HIGHLAND, LEFT ON UNION, LEFT ON PINE, RIGHT ON FOREST TO SCHOOL.

140 SCHOOL  
259, 201 SCHOOL
SCHOOL/SHERMANS WAY
SCHOOL/CASTLE GREEN A
PLAIN/PARISH PATH
PLAIN/ROYAL DANE
4 UNION
UNION/CHOWDERMARCH
UNION/MARYLAND
UNION/MILLPOND
361 UNION
605 PINE
PINE/SAWYERS
466, 421 PINE
390 PINE
PINE/STONEDWOOD
PINE/HAMPSTEAD
VALLEY PATH/HAMPSTEAD
97 VALLEY PATH
119 VALLEY PATH
VALLEY PATH/METACOMET
246 VALLEY PATH
440 HIGHLAND
HIGHLAND/SHORT
UNION/CORN HILL
551 UNION
520 UNION
481 UNION

SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.

FROM HIGH SCHOOL, RIGHT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON PLAIN, RIGHT ON UNION, RIGHT ON PINE, RIGHT ON EARLDOR, RIGHT ON PRINCE ROGERS, LEFT ON QUAIL, LEFT ON FOREST, RIGHT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON OLD MAIN EXT., RIGHT ON SCHOOL, LEFT ON FOREST TO SCHOOL.

PLAIN/PARISH PATH
PLAIN/ROYAL DANE
UNION/CHOWDERMARCH
UNION/MARYLAND
UNION/MILLPOND
PINE/SAWYER
PINE/STONEYWOOD
100 EARLDOR
EARLDOR/STONEYWOOD
EARLDOR/PRINCE ROGERS
PRINCE ROGER/PAGES
PRINCE ROGERS/OLD BARN
241 PRINCE ROGERS
PRINCE ROGERS/QUAIL
QUAIL/FALCON CLOSE
QUAIL/FARMHOUSE
1058 FOREST
1070 FOREST
1142 FOREST
1230 FOREST

SECTION 3: MARTINSON ELEMENTARY

FROM FURNACE BROOK, RIGHT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON PLAIN, BEGIN AT PARISH PATH,
RIGHT ON UNION, RIGHT ON MILLPOND, RIGHT ON PENSTOCK, LEFT ON MILLPOND,
RIGHT ON UNION, RIGHT ON PINE, RIGHT ON SAWYERS, AROUND CIRCLE, RIGHT ON
PINE, LEFT ON MAIN, LEFT ON JEDEIDIAH, LEFT ON OAKMAN, RIGHT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON
OLD MAIN EXT., RIGHT ON SCHOOL, LEFT ON FOREST INTO MARTINSON.

PLAIN/PARISH PATH
PLAIN/ROYAL DANE K
30 UNION
63, 70 UNION
88 UNION
UNION/CHOWDERMARCH
UNION/MARYLAND K
MILLPOND/MAGOUN K
268, 192 MILLPOND K
372 UNION
415 UNION
431 UNION
SAWYERS/DECKERS
102 SAWYERS K
140, 185 SAWYERS K
26 JEDEIDIAH
88 JEDEIDIAH K
100 JEDEIDIAH
JEDEIDIAH/OAKMAN K

SECTION 4: EAMES WAY SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 3:35 – 4:00 P.M.

BOYS AND GIRLS MONDAY – FRIDAY
AFTER SCHOOL DANIEL WEBSTER MONDAY – FRIDAY

BUS #18

SECTION 1: HIGH SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 6:25 – 7:00 A.M., 1:55 – 2:25 P.M.

BEGIN AT 1617 MAIN ON MAIN, LEFT ON CANOE TREE, LEFT ON PLEASANT, RIGHT ON
OLD MAIN, RIGHT ON SUMMER, RIGHT IN PINEHURST, TO ROBERT, RIGHT ON
IDYLWILDE TO DEERHILL, LEFT ON DOG, LEFT ON PLEASANT, LEFT ON CANOE TREE,
LEFT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON FURNACE INTO SCHOOL.

1617 MAIN
MAIN/JEDEDIAH
PLEASANT/WINDCHIME
PLEASANT/RUGANI
534 PLEASANT
PLEASANT/OLD MAIN
OLD MAIN/GLEN
OLD MAIN/BOW
SUMMER/NORTH RIVER
861 SUMMER
SUMMER/PROSPECT
715 SUMMER
SUMMER/DAMON’S POINT
SUMMER/FLOWER
437 SUMMER
SUMMER/FORGE
PINEHURST/OAKLEAF
PINEHURST/CANTERING CLOSE
PINEHURST/OAKLEAF
ROBERT/IDYLWILDE
DEERHILL/SEAGER FARM
61 DEERHILL
DEERHILL/DOG
PLEASANT/FORGE
PLEASANT/EAMES WAY
PLEASANT/EPPING
CANOE TREE/AMBROSIA
1461 MAIN
MAIN/HERITAGE
MAIN/KIMBERLY
884 MAIN
728, 628 MAIN

SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.

FROM HIGH SCHOOL, LEFT ON FOREST, LEFT ON VALLEY PATH, RIGHT ON HIGHLAND,
LEFT ON MAIN, LEFT ON LITTLES LANE, TURN AROUND CONTINUE RIGHT ON MAIN,
LEFT ON SUMMER, RIGHT ON PROSPECT, TO OLD MAIN, RIGHT ON MAIN, LEFT ON
HIGHLAND, RIGHT ON SPRING, RIGHT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON PINE, LEFT ON FOREST, RIGHT
INTO SCHOOL.

85 VALLEY PATH
119 VALLEY PATH
VALLEY PATH/GUIDEPOST
49 LITTLES LANE
SUMMER/NORTH RIVER
SECTION 3: MARTINSON ELEMENTARY

FROM FURNACE BROOK, LEFT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON FOREST, LEFT ON VALLEY PATH, ACROSS TO HIGHLAND, RIGHT ON SHORT, RIGHT ON UNION, RIGHT ON HUNTER DRIVE, LEFT ON UNION, LEFT ON OAK, LEFT ON HIGHLAND, RIGHT ON SPRING, RIGHT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON OLD MAIN EXT., RIGHT ON SCHOOL, LEFT ON FOREST INTO MARTINSON.

119 VALLEY PATH
128 VALLEY PATH
VALLEY PATH/GUIDEPOST K
VALLEY PATH/METACOMET K
234 VALLEY PATH
372 HIGHLAND
6 SHORT
47 HUNTERS DRIVE
1199, 1223 UNION K
1009 UNION
UNION/CORN HILL
333, 257 OAK K
245, 231 OAK K
OAK/PADDOCK
521 SPRING
504 SPRING
SPRING/HORSESHOE
SPRING/EDMUND K
SPRING/RIVERSIDE
1735 MAIN

SECTION 4: EAMES WAY ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 8:20 – 8:50 A.M., 3:35 – 4:00 P.M.
FROM MARTINSON, RIGHT ON FOREST, LEFT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON FERRY, LEFT ON CHESTNUT HILL TO HOLLY, RIGHT ON DWIGHT, RIGHT ON EMERY, RIGHT ON CEDAR, LEFT ON HOLLY, LEFT ON BOLES, RIGHT ON INDIAN, RIGHT ON FERRY, RIGHT ON CHURCH, LEFT ON SUMMER, LEFT ON PLEASANT, LEFT ON EAMES WAY TO SCHOOL.

650 HOLLY K
504 HOLLY
430 HOLLY
396 HOLLY
321 HOLLY K
288 HOLLY
210 HOLLY
184 HOLLY
HOLLY/BIRCH
HOLLY/BOLES
HOLLY/CEDAR
73 DWIGHT K
DWIGHT/EMERY K
11, 80 CEDAR K
BOLES/ILEX
BOLES/INDIAN
FERRY/NAPIER
198 CHURCH
CHURCH/CHURCH HILL
225, 355 CHURCH K

BUS #19

SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.

BEGIN AT FURNACE AND FERRY, LEFT ON FERRY, RIGHT ON RIDGE, RIGHT ON BAYBERRY, RIGHT ON FERRY, LEFT ON ELM, LEFT ON CHURCH, RIGHT ON FERRY, RIGHT ON PROCTOR, RIGHT ON MAIN, LEFT ON FURNACE, TO SCHOOL.

1092 FERRY
FERRY/RIDGE
68 RIDGE
RIDGE/BAYBERRY
BAYBERRY/MALLARD
ELM/BOLES
ELM/SEA
ELM/IRELAND
ELM/FERRY HILL
ELM/UPLAND
239 CHURCH
CHURCH/CHURCHILL
32 CHURCH
480 FERRY
FERRY/BRIDLEPATH
FERRY/MEDFORD
FERRY/WALTHAM
333, 337 FERRY
FERRY/BLANCHARD
289 FERRY

SECTION 3: SOUTH RIVER ELEMENTARY

FROM FURNACE BROOK, LEFT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON MAIN, LEFT ON SOUTH RIVER,
LEFT ON GROVE, RIGHT ON DOUBLE EAGLE, RIGHT ON MARSHHAWK, LEFT ON GROVE,
RIGHT ON SOUTH RIVER, LEFT INTO SCHOOL.

SOUTH RIVER/HATCH
77 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/WILLOW
290 SOUTH RIVER
SOUTH RIVER/WESTON FARMS
SOUTH RIVER/HAYES WAY
SOUTH RIVER/SALT MEADOW
430 SOUTH RIVER K
SOUTH RIVER/HOWES BROOK
SOUTH RIVER/CARPENTER K
22, 36 GROVE
GROVE/SMOKE HILL
130 GROVE
314, 324 GROVE
314, 324 GROVE
105 MARSHHAWK
25 MARSHHAWK K
125 GROVE
SOUTH RIVER/CRANBERRY COVE K
639 SOUTH RIVER
603 SOUTH RIVER (PM ONLY)
SOUTH RIVER/MORITZ

SECTION 4: DANIEL WEBSTER ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 3:35 – 4:00 P.M.

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB MONDAY – FRIDAY

BUS #20

SECTION 1: HIGH SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 6:30 – 7:00 A.M., 1:55 – 2:25 P.M.

BEGIN AT SUMMER AND WARREN, ON SUMMER, RIGHT ON CHURCH, LEFT ON FERRY,
LEFT ON INDIAN, LEFT ON BOLES, TURN AROUND, HOLLY AND BOLES, RETURN BOLES,
RIGHT ON INDIAN, LEFT ON FERRY, LEFT ON ELM, LEFT ON CHURCH, RIGHT ON FERRY, RIGHT ON PROCTOR, RIGHT ON MAIN, LEFT ON FURNACE, INTO SCHOOL.

SUMMER/WARREN
SUMMER/CAPT. LUTHER LITTLE
SUMMER/CEDAR ACRES
616 FERRY
FERRY/MATHER
FERRY/TELEGRAPH
FERRY/CHESTNUT
933 FERRY
FERRY/NAPIER
INDIAN/BOLES
BOLES/HOLLY
FERRY/BAYBERRY
ELM/BOLES
ELM/SEA
ELM/IRELAND
ELM/HOLLY
ELM/1ST UPLAND
ELM/FERRY HILL
ELM/UPLAND
419 CHURCH
CHURCH/CHURCH HILL
44 CHURCH
570 FERRY
520 FERRY
480 FERRY
423 FERRY
160 FERRY
FERRY/PROCTOR

SECTION 2: FURNACE BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL
TIME FRAME: 7:10 – 7:40 A.M., 2:33 – 3:00 P.M.

FROM HIGH SCHOOL RIGHT ON FOREST, LEFT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON FERRY, LEFT ON CHESTNUT TO HOLLY, RIGHT ON DWIGHT, RIGHT ON EMERY, RIGHT ON CEDAR, LEFT ON HOLLY, LEFT ON BOLES, RIGHT ON INDIAN, RIGHT ON FERRY, RIGHT ON MAIN, LEFT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON FOREST TO SCHOOL.

570 FERRY
FERRY/MATHER
662 HOLLY
620 HOLLY
522 HOLLY
493 HOLLY
356 HOLLY
322 HOLLY
283 HOLLY
184 HOLLY
SECTION 3: SOUTH RIVER ELEMENTARY

FROM FURNACE BROOK, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON PLAIN, LEFT ON OLD PLAIN, LEFT ON MAIN, RIGHT INTO CHERUBS, LEFT ON MAIN, LEFT ON FERRY, LEFT ON PROCTOR, RIGHT ON MAIN, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON FERRY, TURN AROUND CHURCH AND FERRY, RETURN FERRY, RIGHT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON CAROLINA TRAIL, LEFT ON EAMES WAY, RIGHT ON FURNACE, RIGHT ON TRACEYS PATH, LEFT ON CAROLINA TRAIL, RIGHT ON TRACEYS PATH, RIGHT ON FURNACE, LEFT ON MAIN, LEFT ON SOUTH RIVER TO SCHOOL.

212 MAIN
CHERUBS
22, 24 PROCTOR
380 MAIN
61 FURNACE
272 FERRY
322 FERRY
356 FERRY
FERRY/BRIDLEPATH
FERRY/MEDFORD
FERRY/WALTHAM K
333-337 FERRY
289 FERRY
59 CAROLINA
53, 51 CAROLINA K
46 CAROLINA
CAROLINA/EAMES WAY
765 EAMES WAY K
EAMES WAY/FURNACE
2 CAROLINA
14 CAROLINA
25 CAROLINA K
30 CAROLINA
218 FURNACE K
242 FURNACE
369 MAIN
SECTION 4: DANIEL WEBSTER ELEMENTARY
TIME FRAME: 8:25 – 8:50 A.M., 3:38 – 4:00 P.M.

FROM SOUTH RIVER, LEFT ON MAIN, LEFT ON OCEAN, LEFT ON WINSLOW, BEGIN AT 26 WINSLOW, CONTINUE WINSLOW TO STANDISH, TURN AROUND PARKING LOT, RETURN STANDISH TO WINSLOW, RIGHT ON SHERIDAN, LEFT ON MEADOWVIEW, LEFT ON HOMESTEAD, RIGHT ON WINSLOW, RIGHT ON OCEAN TO SCHOOL.

26 WINSLOW
WINSLOW/PURITAN
WINSLOW/GRASSHOPPER
WINSLOW/LONGVIEW
WINSLOW/MAYFLOWER K
WINSLOW/CRANE
WINSLOW/VINCENT
WINSLOW/FORD
STANDISH/WINSLOW
STANDISH/MINOT
STANDISH/NEWPORT
STANDISH/CHARLOTTE
STANDISH/HILLSIDE
STANDISH/FIELD
STANDISH/CRICKET
STANDISH/BRUNSWICK
STANDISH/JONES
STANDISH/MEADOWVIEW
MEADOWVIEW/HOMESTEAD K
HOMESTEAD/WINSLOW K
WINSLOW/SHERRILL
WINSLOW/KENELM
WINSLOW/EDEN